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Sinai massacre points to 
an even more bloody IS

Carnage crossed a new line - even by militants’ brutal standards

Established 1961 

CAIRO: The massacre of more than 300 worshippers at a
mosque in Egypt’s Sinai crossed a new line - even by mili-
tants’ brutal standards - and could be a sign the Islamic
State group is trying to make up for the loss of its
“caliphate” in Iraq and Syria or that an even more ultra-
extremist faction is rising in power. Either way, if the IS
affiliate in Sinai does have a new readiness to slaughter
Muslims, that threatens to put a further strain on Egypt’s
security forces and intimidate anyone cooperating with the
government in the fight against militants. But it also could
raise a backlash against IS, prompting Sinai tribes to
cooperate with the military and take greater action to stop
any of their members from joining the group.

The IS-linked mili-
tants waging a cam-
paign of violence in the
Sinai and other parts of
the country the past
three years have tradi-
tionally targeted secu-
rity forces, government
officials, Christians and
Muslim civilians sus-
pected of collaborating
with authorities.
However, the Nov. 24
attack - the bloodiest
ever militant attack in
Egypt - hit ordinary Muslims gathered for a Friday sermon,
followers of the mystical movement in Islam known as Sufism
that militants view as heretical.  “The ceiling of who is an infi-
del has risen to include worshippers and to view the slaying
of Muslims inside mosques as permissible,” said Ahmed Ban,
an Egyptian expert on Islamic extremist groups.

Ban suspects that followers of an ultra-extremist IS fac-
tion known as “Hazimiyoun” played a role or were behind
the mosque attack.It may also be possible that other IS mil-
itants carried it out, feeling pressure from the Hazimiyoun
faction’s rising power to show they are not “soft.”

There has been no claim of responsibility for the Sinai
attack, and it is impossible to confirm that the faction did
have a role. Some experts believe that IS may have felt it
needed a “showcase” attack to show it remains deadly

even after losing almost all its territory in Syria and Iraq.
Tore Hamming, a researcher at the European University
Institute focusing on jihadis and ideological differences
within IS, said the mosque butchery was not necessarily
connected to the Hazimiyoun faction. No IS fighters
“would consider Sufis true Muslims.” He believed the
attack came from a “great need (among IS) for large sym-
bolic attacks.”

Even before the attack, Egyptian newspapers reported
the emergence of the Hazimiyoun faction in Egypt. One
quoted a prosecution official saying detained Egyptian IS
suspects told their interrogators that they are followers of
the Hazimiyoun and consider some IS leaders as infidels.

The faction is named after a
radical cleric, Ahmad bin
Omar al-Hazimi, who has
been imprisoned in his home
country of Saudi Arabia since
2015. It considers as infidels
- and therefore as legitimate
to kill - all Muslims who do
not accept the Islamic State
group’s interpretation of
Islam. Even further, it says
those who don’t consider
such people as infidels are
also infidels deserving of
death. Al Hazimi himself is not

known as an IS member but his ideology has gained sup-
port within IS ranks.

The Islamic State group is notorious for atrocities in
Iraq, Syria and elsewhere, including against fellow
Muslims; the group argues that killings of Muslims are jus-
tified when they were fighting IS or cooperating with its
enemies or belong to branches of Islam it rejects, like
Shiism. In Yemen, four IS suicide bombers struck two
mosques filled with worshippers, killing over 130 people in
one day in March 2015.

But IS largely argued that Muslims in general, even if
they haven’t sworn allegiance to IS, are not necessarily
legitimate targets, on grounds of “ignorance” - namely,
that they may not have the religious knowledge to accept
IS. The Hazimiyoun faction rejects the “ignorance” excuse.

The feud within IS has been stoked by the group’s military
defeats in Iraq and Syria. Hazimiyoun clerics have blamed
IS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and his “lenient” ideology
for the setbacks. But the tensions date back to 2015, when
IS in Syria executed a number of pro-Hazimiyoun clerics
because of their excesses in declaring others infidels.

The more radical free hand has been criticized by al-
Qaida-linked groups and other extremists in Egypt.
Another militant group fighting the government in Sinai,
called Jund al-Islam, said in a recent audio message that it
had ambushed an IS patrol to avenge attacks on other
Muslims.  Whether due to growing Hazimiyoun influence
or not, the first major militant attack on a Muslim congre-
gation in Egypt underscored that IS could dramatically
expand its targets. That could strain Egypt’s security

forces, already stretched thin across much of the country
to protect government facilities, major thoroughfares and
tourist hotels, as well as banks, churches and museums.  

The militants have targeted individual Sufis in the past.
Extremists consider some Sufi practices to be a form of
idolatry and heresy, but millions of Egyptians follow
Sufism, and it is considered part of mainstream Islam. The
targeted mosque was the headquarters of a local Sufi
order, but non-Sufis were also among the 305 killed last
week, including workers from a nearby salt factory.  “Any
segment of society now is game for them,” said
Mohammed Gomaa, an expert on extremist groups from
the Al-Ahram Center for Political and Strategic Studies.
He said the mosque attack was “certainly the work of one
of IS factions.—AP

SERRES: Although Ibrahim Hondeta’s Yazidi family
reached Greece a year ago after fleeing persecution,
they still fear being the target of violence and are fight-
ing to keep their community together.  Having run the
gauntlet of invasion, combat, killings and enslavement
by Islamic State jihadists in Iraq, the members of this
religious minority have found temporary shelter in the
largely agricultural region of Serres in northern Greece.
The camp they have been allocated to is one of the best
in the country-their prefabricated homes have air con-
ditioning and solar panels to heat water.  The grounds
are clean and there is a playground for the children. 

Many hope to be reunited with other Yazidis strand-
ed in Greece, but with the country struggling to man-
age more than 50,000 refugees and migrants stranded
on its territory, that is not always an option. “Creating a
camp just for Yazidis is neither possible nor viable,”
said a Greek official with knowledge of refugee man-
agement efforts. The camp can normally accommodate
700 people. At the moment there are some 350 Yazidis,
most of them women and children, waiting for EU-
sponsored relocation to other parts of Europe.

‘They hunted us down’ 
Greece’s policy is to move eligible refugees from

overcrowded island camps where they undergo identity
checks upon arrival from Turkey-to the mainland, where
more comfortable accommodation is available in better
camps, UN-funded flats and hotels. But the Yazidis, who
have already faced an ordeal keeping their dwindling
community together thus far, oppose this policy.

This is partly down to fear of other communities.
They had a scare earlier this year, when a Yazidi cele-
bration in Kilkis, another part of northern Greece,
descended into violence between Arabs and
Kurds.”(The Arabs) threatened to kill us. They hunted
us down with knives and clubs. We had to hide in a for-
est to save our lives,” says 55-year-old Hondeta, sitting
on a bench outside the camp. “After that, we asked to
be given a safe place for our families and we ended up
here together.” Since that time, they have frustrated the
Greek government’s attempts to bring in non-Yazidis.
They recently blocked the transfer of 60 Congolese and
Senegalese mothers and their children to the Serres
camp, the government official said.  All of them were
Catholic.  In Athens, a migration ministry source said
every effort is being made to facilitate and protect the
Yazidis from possible harm. “To my knowledge, there
hasn’t been an incident in 10 months,” the official told
AFP, speaking on condition of anonymity. —AFP
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An image grab shows US-made Egyptian army Apache attack helicopters flying from an
airfield. —AFP 

Starry-eyed 
CAR cyclists 
‘race to forget’
BANGUI: The country is chronically unstable and gripped
by militia violence, its unpaved streets are a rush of crazy
traffic-and for the vast majority of its impoverished citizens,
a new bike is a laughable dream. But nothing deters the
plucky racing cyclists of Central African Republic (CAR). At
dawn, in dusty Bangui, a peloton weaves around white troop
carriers of the UN force in a training session as part of
efforts to revive the competitive sport in a nation ravaged
by poverty and war. “There are no race teams left in Central
Africa. There used to be more than 10 of them and they
supported athletes and bought equipment,” says Christ-
Noel Yarafa, who has run the cycling federation for a dozen
years, through thick and thin. “Now there’s nothing.” Yarafa
uses his own car to shield the group of cyclists from traffic.

Bikes stolen   
“If we had the bikes, we could train up young people,” he

says, speaking with one hand on the gear stick and the other on
the horn. “But the Seleka stole all our bikes in 2013 during the
‘troubles’,” he says, referring to the violence that has wracked
the country for more than four years. The Seleka are a onetime
rebel alliance, mainly Muslim, which ousted president Francois
Bozize in 2013, unleashing a counter-offensive by so-called
self-defense militias, the “anti-balaka.”  Routed from Bangui in
a French-led military intervention, ex-rebels and their mostly
Christian militia foes wreaked havoc elsewhere. This weekday,
a score of riders has risen early to do a circuit of 60 kilometers
around the capital. Yarafa suddenly swears because his cyclists
have gone out of sight. He can’t keep up because of the traffic
jams, he complains. “In the old days,” he recalls, “we had cars
and motorbikes with flashing lights to clear the way. I now have
to pay a motorcycle-taxi to do it.” The cyclists, though, seem
not to care and do not look back. Perched on their machines,
they wear old mismatched outfits.

Foreign trip   
By 8:00 am, the training session is over. The cyclists,

most of them very young, hang around to chat for a bit
before heading off for a day’s work or study or unemploy-
ment. “I want to become a pro”, smiles Herve Zabo, 26,
who earns a living doing odd jobs. “And I want to win
international competitions!” chips in Fatimatou Maidida, a
19-year-old student. She and Zabo have both taken part in
races abroad, the only way for Central Africans to display
their talent. “I took part in a race in Morocco in 2015. It
was amazing,” Maidida says with a broad smile, still sport-
ing her helmet and sunglasses. 

“But I was the only one who didn’t have a decent bike.
My bike jammed up a few kilometers short of the finish
line.” Other teams had a trainer or a mechanic to take care
of such hitches, but Maidida had no such luxuries, and had
to give up. She was one of two girls taking part in today’s
training session, out of only a handful of women registered
as cyclists in the CAR. Crouched on the roadside beside

her, Gustave is upset. He couldn’t complete the day’s exer-
cise. “When I put the chain on the chain wheel, it keeps
slipping off. It’s hard to ride. Plus this bike isn’t my size,” he
complains.

All about the money   
“It’s a money problem,” sighs Yarafa.  The state owes

grants worth “about 600,000 francs” (900 euros, $1,100),
but Yarafa says he hasn’t seen a single cent in his years as
head of the federation. “They tell me that the coffers are
empty.” With half the population of some 4.6 million sub-
sisting on humanitarian aid, the sport survives here thanks
to the generosity of a cycling-mad-and anonymous-expa-
triate, who brings back bikes and jerseys from Paris. The
60-odd cyclists in Bangui gather every Sunday to ride and
forget the complications of daily existence-and ignore the
many potholes in a city with few tarred roads. —AFP

BANGUI: Bangui’s cycling team crosses the Ngaragba district during a weekly training ses-
sion in Bangui. —AFP

Challenger more 
nuisance than a
threat for Sisi
CAIRO: Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
El-Sisi, elected virtually unopposed in
2014, faces a high-profile challenger in
next year’s election, but the rival who lives
in exile is seen more as an inconvenience.
Former prime minister Ahmed Shafiq
announced his candidacy this week from
the United Arab Emirates, saying Egypt
was facing “many problems in all aspects
of life”. Sisi, a former army chief whose
election came less than a year after he
overthrew Islamist president Mohamed
Morsi in July 2013, has not officially
declared his candidacy.

But he looks all but certain to run in-
and dominate-the election. Shafiq, who
narrowly lost to Morsi in 2012 presidential
polls, is one of the few candidates who
could come close to challenging Sisi,
experts say.  “The government is afraid of
any candidate but especially of Shafiq...
who has much more political experience
than Sisi himself had” before coming to

power, said Hassan Nafaa, emeritus profes-
sor of political science at Cairo University.
A former aviation minister and airforce
general, Shafiq was hastily appointed
prime minister by Hosni Mubarak in 2011
before the longtime leader was ousted by a
popular uprising.

Shafiq did not last long in the job after
Mubarak’s overthrow and in the presiden-
tial race held the following year finished
close behind the winner, Morsi. Shafiq, who
left Egypt in 2012 for the UAE, was tried in
absentia on corruption charges after his
election defeat but was acquitted. On
Wednesday Shafiq accused the UAE of
barring him from leaving the country,
which the Gulf state denied. On Friday,
Egypt’s Foreign Minister Sameh Shoukry
said in Rome he sees “no reason” why
Shafiq should not run. “He is free to repre-
sent himself to the electorate.”

‘Campaign of denigration’ 
Nafaa said Shafiq is feared by the gov-

ernment for his record as a serious presi-
dential contender and one-time premier
with links to the military. But “with or with-
out Shafiq, the elections will not be real”,
he added, because “the government wants
Sisi to win a second term at any cost”.
Pro-regime commentators immediately
criticized the candidacy of Shafiq, who will

have to wait until early next year to offi-
cially register for the election. Lawmaker
and TV show host Mostafa Bakry
described him as the “candidate of (the
revolutionary movement known as) April 6,
revolutionary leftists... and the Muslim
Brotherhood,” Morsi’s group which is out-
lawed in Egypt.  Shafiq’s party has hit back
with condemnation of what it called a
“campaign of fierce denigration” since his
election bid was announced.

The leftwing opposition has also dis-
tanced itself from the Mubarak-era pre-
mier.  “Shafiq will not present a policy radi-
cally different from the current regime,”
said Elham Eidarous, campaign chief for
human rights lawyer and Sisi critic Khaled
Ali who also plans to run for the presiden-
cy. Elected in 2014 with 96.9 percent of the
votes, Sisi said in early November that he
did not intend to run for a third term in
2022 but left the door wide open to a re-
election bid next year. The challenge from
Shafiq could force Sisi to plunge deeper
into the political fray to defend his record.

Nostalgia for Mubarak 
Criticized by human rights groups but

popular with many Egyptians, Sisi’s regime
insists the priority is to fight terrorism and
boost the economy-pledges that were at
the heart of his 2014 campaign. During his

tenure, Egypt has suffered numerous
attacks against security forces and civil-
ians. Last month, militants killed more than
300 people in a gun and bomb assault at a
mosque in the Sinai Peninsula in the coun-
try’s deadliest attack in recent memory.
Egyptians are also suffering because of
runaway inflation that soared above 30
percent earlier this year after authorities
implemented drastic reforms to secure a
multi-billion-dollar IMF loan. —AFP

Former Egyptian prime minister
Ahmed Shafiq


